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Why is the
launch of your
new digital
workplace so
important?
Launch activities are
an essential part of
maximizing returns on
an intranet investment.
Planning an effective launch gets new sites
buzzing from day one, resulting in faster
adoption and increased engagement.
Whether there’s budget available – or just
manpower and internal communications –
the key to a successful launch is having a
solid plan backed by reams of enthusiasm.
Your new intranet boasts a host of
functionality designed to transform the
working habits of your workforce; but
to embrace it, your staff need to know
a) that it exists and b) how to use it.
Different organization will have different
approaches to launching a new internal
system, but every good launch has some
essential ingredients. A launch should
ensure your users are: aware of the new
system, reassured of the value of the
new system and, crucially, they must
know how to use the new system to be
able to fully embrace its functionality.
Use these 10 essentails as a starting point
to cultivate a launch strategy that builds
excitement and guarantees strong adoption.
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#1. Launch Video

#3. Webinars

Videos are a great way to set the tone
for a launch. There are several options
for formatting your video; from a short
introduction from key intranet stakeholders
to a specially commissioned animation.
whatever you budget, with a little creativity,
you can make it work. If you can arrange
for C-suite endorsement, do it. A video
introduction from the CEO gives the launch
credibility and proves change is supported
at the highest level. Inject some fun into the
video where possible and ensure it resonates
with users by including references to your
unique company culture throughout.

Webinars are the ultimate training tool,
eternally available, accessible at the
convenience of employees and extremely cost
effective. Start with basic training and move
on to more advanced features as your users
become more familiar with the system. Over
time an extensive gallery of training materials
will emerge that covers everything from ‘How
to Post on Social’ to ‘Building a Microsite’.
When new-starters join these training
videos will become invaluable, preventing a
lot of basic questions and becoming a vital
component of the on-boarding process.

#4. Promotional Material

#2. Intranet Ambassadors

Create a sense of anticipation with
a promotional campaign starting in
the lead-up to launch. Consider using
restroom posters, breakroom signs, and
giveaways to promote the site and raise
awareness of launch day. Utilize your
existing communication channels: digital
signage, email, poster boards etc. to build
enthusiasm. If budget is no problem,
make a splash with ubiquitous messaging
throughout the workplace. For smaller
budgets, get clever with removable stickers.
Coffee machines, copiers and other high
traffic areas are good spots for these.

Top tip
Use gamification
badges to identify
ambassadors
within the People
Directory so
employees know
who to ask for help.

Invite each business unit to nominate
‘super-users’ who will champion the intranet
and provide on-the-ground support throughout
the launch period. Put on in-depth training
sessions to equip your ambassadors with
a comprehensive understanding of the new
platform and ensure they’re armed with
all the knowledge they will need to field
common questions. The more time you
invest in training your ambassadors, the
more value you can derive from them when
the time comes. Not only will this relieve
pressure on your key intranet stakeholders
- who will be consumed with overseeing
the launch from a macro standpoint - but it
will also provide access to on-the-ground
intelligence that will help you understand
how the new system is being received.
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#5. Photo Day
Practical and entertaining, a photoshoot
day is a great way to populate user’s
profiles while creating a buzz. Turn a
conference room into a branded studio
with posters and balloons and use the
session to build some intranet hype.
Encourage participation by offering a copy
of the photos for social media use. Take
a mix of corporate headshots, a few fun
ones and group shots to use in launch
materials and on team homepages.

Top tip
Take a mix of corporate
headshots, a few fun ones
and group shots to use
in launch materials and
on team homepages.
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#6. Scavenger Hunts
Scavenger hunts are a tried-and-tested
favorite for good reason. A well-planned
scavenger hunt can be tantamount to
self-teaching if you get it right. Embed
clues throughout the platform and set your
employees on a well thought-out trail from
feature to feature. Not only will this get traffic
moving through the site, it will also provide
a great introduction to new functionality
by acting as a self-led tour. Incentivize
participation with prizes and consider
inexpensive rewards like a premium parking
spot or an ‘early finish on Friday’ pass.
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#7. Homepage takeover

#8. Social Challenge

A homepage takeover is a surefire way to
grab people’s attention. Consider a temporary
design that utilizes a striking hero image and
spotlights key features, training materials
and launch activities. Leveraging as much of
the functionality as you can for training and
awareness purposes will tacitly demonstrate
the benefits of the new platform helping to
encourage exploration of new features that
may seem daunting. Setting your intranet
as the default homepage on all company
devices is a must for driving engagement.

Engaging social as part of your launch
strategy is a clever way of familiarizing
users with social capabilities from day-one.
Set up a dedicated social channel to field
questions and monitor employee feedback in
real-time. If you anticipate some resistance
to change, a reactive social channel is an
effective method for managing reactions.
If you can spare the manpower, having a
person dedicated to manning your help
channel will ensure fast responses and negate
frustration. You may even find that employees
make suggestions that can help you tailor
the platform to better meet their needs.

#9. Genius Bar
If you’ve got the available manpower, a genius bar is a great way to deliver face-to-face support
whilst raising awareness of your new platform. Pick a central location such as a lobby or
cafeteria and set up a help desk where employees can drop in to ask questions and access
support. If you don’t have the capacity to set up a designated area, try sending out floor-walkers
in bright t-shirts for on-the-spot troubleshooting. Ensuring support is easily accessible is key
to driving adoption and the value of on-the-ground help should not be underestimated.

Top tip
Set up a dedicated
social channel to
field questions and
monitor employee
feedback in
real-time. If you
anticipate some
resistance to
change, a reactive
social channel is an
effective method
for managing
reactions.
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#10. On-Boarding
Checklist
Ensure your users get off to a healthy start
with an on-boarding checklist that covers
essential set-up guidance. Either as a desk
drop or online, post a handy launch day
checklist that walks users through the
options available to them. Starting with
profile set up and personalization and
moving onto adding key apps and tools
to their navigation, this is an opportunity
to make sure everyone’s profile meets an
optimal standard. Add prompts to like and
follow people, departments and projects
of interest to get users personalizing
their experience from day-one.

Use these tips as a stepping off
point to build out a plan tailored
to your enterprise. The more
your launch strategy resonates
with your employees, the
higher the chance of success.
Budgets, users and locations
will vary, but one thing remains
universal – adoption is key
to making the time, energy
and finances invested up to
this point worthwhile. Don’t
fall at the last hurdle, make a
noise and formulate a plan to
guarantee intranet success!
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